CityVibes.gr Interview with Tanja Harkonen
1. Hello Tanja, and Happy New Year. It's such a great pleasure that we got you here for an interview. Tell us your feelings.
T: Happy new year! I feel great for this interview.  I’m feeling carefully hopeful that things could start turning for the better during this year, with the virus situation and all... Other than that right now there are many things to take care of, so it’s all a rollercoaster that I’m trying my best to hang on to without falling at the moment.
2. Where are you now at this time?
T: Right now I’m in my apartment in Thessaloníki, where I’ve been most of the time during this pandemic...
3. At what age did you start with music, and of course with singing?
T: Music came pretty late into my life compared to most others ”in the business”. I basically discovered both musc and singing around the same times at the age of 15. The reason to this was that music was almost totally absent in my family when I grew up. No one in my family listened much to music nor played any instruments. It was the discovery of my first fave band at the time, Nightwish, that sort of opened the doors of music to me. I had no idea that kind of music existed and it was exciting! Inspired by that I wanted to learn to sing, so I started with some classical singing lessons and did them for a year or two. After that I felt like the metal/rock/pop singing in a band was more my thing, so I stopped with the classical lessons and aimed for that road. Apart from the classical lessons, a year with ”band school” lessons in a music school, some scattered vocal lessons and a period of theory lessons, I’m mostly self-learned. For many years music was just a hobby for me and tried out a few projects and was in a couple bands for some years. But a few years back I started feeling I want to take it to a more serious level and aim higher. That lead to a time of band-searching and self-schooling.
4. What kind of music do you prefer to listen to?
T: For me melody is very important. Whether it’s heavy or light music, it’s gotta have melody for me to enjoy it the most. It can be by instruments or voice, that really doesn’t matter. I somehow just don’t get the kicks from neither very riff- or rhythm based stuff nor monotonically growled or rapped or spoken stuff. I think for example growling is a very nice thing to do for effect in the right places when you want the most aggression and power, but to me it gets a bit boring if it’s there all the time. There are exeptions, of course, that get me in other ways. For example, even if I generally am not that much into rap, artists like Eminem, who can put so much attitude and feeling and different tones into the rapping, are very enjoyable to listen to.
5.  Can you mention some artists that you're inspired from musically?
T: Of course, my first fave band was Nightwish, that started it all. From them Marko Hietala has been a big inspiration for me as a singer. More so than the several skilled ladies of the band, even though I really admire the professionality and diversity of Floor Jansen (who for me is the fave of the ladies). Around the same times I also discovered Alice Cooper, who introduced me to decades worth of sounds and different styles and catchy lyric-writing. One of the big legends that I have always known of, but that really opened up to me much later, only a handful of years back, is Iron Maiden and Bruce Dickinson. Their greatness really opened up to me after I saw them live… The energy and stage presence at their age! Not just the live but their music tells so many stories as well. (The post-Blaze era is my favourite musically, though the old era has its gems too.) A bit more recent and more personal inspiration has been the music of Anton Kabanen in the old Battle Beast and Beast in Black, that inspired me a lot with what we do with Silvernite along with the 80’s -90’s Cooper. Then we have the local gem Wardrum... The melodies of misters Kourou and Vretos are some of my very favourites to practice to, AND provide definitely enough challenge! (Haha!)
6. Let's talk about Silvernite. When was this band created? And how did you meet each other? And especially you?
T: I’ll try to make a loooong story short. First I got to know the guys of Beast in Black, which lead to discovering the before mentioned Wardrum. I really, really liked the music, and one day I decided to travel to Thessaloníki to see one of their gigs! Then I got to meet the rest of the gang. I really liked Thess and after a couple years, in 2019, I wanted to try to live there at least for a while, cause I needed a change of surroundings and change in life in general. During that time, I was looking for a place where I could practice and do my singing stuff. One evening I was visiting Strutter at Valve Studio and I told him about my search. He was most kind and wanted to help me with that… So, after a while of doing my things at Valve, he approached me and asked if I would be interested in trying out a few songs for a new project he had been working on with Nash. That’s when Silvernite started to take shape.
7. Your music is particularly reminiscent of the 80's. Did you believe from the beginning that this direction would suit for you?
T: The musical direction and vision of Silvernite was initially formed by Strutter and Nash, but I was very happy to go along with that. I love catchy melodies and also the general ”over-the-top-ness” of the 80’s! Like, nothing is too much or weird or wrong! It feels like a welcome way to let loose a bit. I spent most of my years mostly in the metal world, where there’s unfortunately quite a lot of stiff and restrictive attitudes towards style, both in music and visually. Those attitudes affected me too! I had set unnecessary frames around myself. Silvernite has taught me to discover new styles and dimensions in my own singing and performance.
8. Are you participating to the process of writing music?
T: So far I’ve mostly come in the picture when it’s been time to arrange vocals or fine-tune or write lyrics. I’ve added my touch to some of the vocal melodies in the demoing and arranging process, but so far the main creators of the music have been Strutter and Nash. I do however have something in my drawer, perhaps for the next full album… Let’s see what happens to those ideas!

9. When you're writing songs, what do you get inspired by lyrically?
T: From a singer’s point of view melody and lyrics are very strongly bound together and they go hand in hand. You need to tell a story though what you sing, and you need to arrange the lyrics in a way that is both singable and that sounds good to the listener. So, for me even the melodies themselves inspire the lyrics a lot. I usually have the basic idea of the story in mind, and some core words and sentences that I want to sneak in somehow. Then I think what sort of melody would suit with that story, and I start twisting and tweaking with the words and melody until they make sense. As for themes, it usually are the stronger kind of feelings, or themes in general, that evoke lyrics. Love, sorrow, hate, determination, joy or just a good story or the amazingness of the universe and life itself.
10. So far, you released an EP album "So It Began" in 2019, and some separate singles. Are you pleased for the response you receive from your audience?
T: I’ve mostly only heard good things and positive feedback, which has felt really good and I’m so thankful that I can be part of this! Of course there have been those who simply like different kind of stuff that don’t get our thing, but that’s ok, nobody can please everybody.
11. In February 26th, you will release your first self-titled album. What can we expect from your upcoming album?
T: Things are only getting better! It’s gonna be album full of earworms, that I can promise! (Haha!) I don’t think there is any song on that album that won’t get stuck in your head. Lots of melody, sweet guitar-solos, layers of synths, even some very sexy sax solos… And those catchy choruses. That’s what Silvernite is made of.
12. The COVID-19 pandemic affect a lot your plans. When do you expect that you will return on live stage?
T: I think succesful and widespread vaccination is the only thing that can get live performances and gigs back to what it was… So it really depends on that. I doubt things will be fully back to normal yet this year.
13. Your homeland is Finland, but also you're staying here in Greece, because of Silvernite. Can you compare the life between of these 2 countries?
T: Besides the obvious differences in temperature and amounts of rain or sun, I think the most striking difference to me is the general laid-back and much more social atmosphere in Greece, compared to Finland. The stereotype of Finns being very quiet, careful and, well, even antisocial, is quite true… In Greece it’s no problem to ask a stranger on the street for advice or help or just greet people you don’t know. In Finland people usually just want to get out of the situation and if you greet someone that you don’t know, it’s seen as a very weird thing! And in general people seem to enjoy life a lot more in Greece. I do too! Also, the food… The food is so much more enjoyable here and the prices in restaurants is so much more affordable. In Greece I’m actually able to eat out anytime I want to. In Finland everything is so much more expensive, especially rents, house prices and eating in restaurants. But something that I do think is way better in Finland, are the internet speeds and that mobile data is always unlimited as a standard... And public transport is a bit more organized and well-equipped over there… And the social security is good and fairly easily available. So yeah, basically a lot of practical things work better in Finland, but the mental quality of living and small enjoyments in everyday life are for me better in Greece.
14. Thank you Tanja for sharing your time, for this incredible interview, and I wish you all the best for the future. Would you like to share a message to your audience?
T: Thank you very much. To anyone who is a “late bloomer” and is well past the typical times of choosing a career, or learning skills, before knowing what you want to do, you are not too old to start something new! And of course be sure to follow us, and on February 26, don’t forget to check out the new stuff that we’ve been cooking for you this past year and a half!


